Gift Acceptance Policies and Procedures*

These gift acceptance policies and procedures are intended to be guidelines. Some gift situations can be
complex, and decisions should only be made after careful consideration of all relevant factors. The
President and CEO, after discussion with the Executive Committee of the Governing Board and input
from the Development Committee, will make the final decision on a gift situation deemed complex.
Children’s Hunger Alliance will accept gifts of cash, personal property, publicly-traded securities,
in-kind services and future gift commitments, including bequests, which are consistent with its mission.
Donations generally will be accepted from individuals, corporations, foundations, government agencies
or other entities, without limitations.
Children’s Hunger Alliance will not accept gifts from donors or organizations whose
products/services or requests for public recognition are inconsistent with our mission.
Children’s Hunger Alliance’s priorities include gifts for unrestricted and endowment purposes.
When gifts with restrictions are accepted, restrictions and deliverables will be honored so long as they
are consistent with our mission. These restrictions and deliverables will be detailed in the
donors/funder’s gift or pledge commitment form and /or agreement.
If multi-year pledges for major gifts are received donors will be asked to complete and sign a gift
or pledge commitment form detailing the purpose of the gift, payment schedule and how they wish
their name(s) to appear in donor-recognition materials.
Children’s Hunger Alliance will appropriately code all gifts in its database and acknowledge the
source of the gift (e.g., individual, corporation, foundation, organization, etc.) Detailed procedures for
gift processing and acknowledgement can be found in the agency’s Blackbaud Raiser’s Edge Procedures
Manual.
Requests from donors for their information to be private, anonymous or confidential will be
honored. Children’s Hunger Alliance abides by the Association of Fundraising Professional’s Donor Bill of
Rights. (See attachment A).

*Modeled on a sample document provided by Barbara L. Ciconte, CFRE, ©2000. Approved by CHA Governing Board, Sept. 2017

